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Realizing horizontal magnesium platelet
deposition and suppressed surface passivation for
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Rechargeable magnesium batteries (RMBs) are emerging as promising alternatives to lithium-ion batteries

due to their high volumetric capacity and natural abundance. However, challenges arising from severe

passivation and uneven deposition in conventional electrolytes persist, resulting in poor reversibility and

cycling stability. Herein, a covalent molecule of 1-chloropropane (CP) is introduced into conventional

electrolytes to manipulate the kinetics and surface chemistry of Mg anodes. Stemming from the reduced

surface energy of the Mg (002) crystal plane from CP–Mg interactions, a horizontally arranged platelet

morphology with enhanced (002) orientations is preferentially formed during the electrodeposition pro-

cess. Moreover, the appropriate lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy level of CP enables a robust

Cl-rich interphase in situ formed on the Mg electrode surface. The planar deposition morphology coupled

with the protective interphase can effectively suppress parasitic reactions between Mg electrodes and

electrolytes and facilitate the electrochemical reaction kinetics. The as-designed electrolyte achieves

reversible Mg plating/stripping with a high coulombic efficiency of 99.79% in asymmetric cells and

maintains stable cycling for over 215 h in symmetric cells at an ultrahigh current density of 25 mA cm�2,

outperforming previously reported results. This engineered electrolyte also exhibits excellent compatibility

with different inorganic/organic cathode materials, offering promising opportunities for RMB applications.

Broader context
Magnesium (Mg) metal batteries have attracted extensive attention due to their high theoretical volumetric capacity and natural abundance, but still suffer from poor
reversibility and cycling stability due to sluggish kinetics and inevitable side reactions. Most of the existing studies mainly focus on improving the reversibility of Mg
plating/stripping, while few explorations have been conducted on regulating the Mg deposition behaviors, which may lead to detrimental loss of active materials and
pose as a safety hazard under certain conditions. Herein, we demonstrate a covalent molecule of 1-chloropropane for manipulating the kinetics and surface chemistry
of Mg anodes in conventional electrolytes, realizing horizontally arranged Mg platelet electrodeposition with preferential orientations of the (002) crystal plane and
in situ formation of the Cl-rich interphase on Mg electrode surface. The as-designed electrolyte achieves remarkable cycling performance under working conditions
suitable for commercial adoption (5 mA cm�2/5 mA h cm�2) as well as the ultra-high current density of 25 mA cm�2. Our work highlights the importance of surface/
interface modulation via electrolyte modification to inhibit surface passivation and realize planar Mg deposition, and provides new insights for regulating the Mg
deposition behaviors through correlating crystallography and morphology for the development of high-performance Mg metal batteries.
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Introduction

The increasing demands of energy storage solutions warrant
a pressing need for next-generation battery systems beyond
conventional lithium-ion batteries (LIBs).1–3 Due to their high
theoretical volumetric capacity (3833 mA h cm�3) and the earth-
abundance of magnesium (Mg) metal, rechargeable magne-
sium batteries (RMBs) are considered as one of the most
promising post-LIB technologies.4–6 However, given the intrin-
sically low reduction potential of Mg metal (�2.37 V versus a
standard hydrogen electrode), Mg anodes are susceptible to
reactions with most electrolyte components, forming a solid
film on the surface.7,8 This kind of film typically passivates the
Mg anode and impedes reversible Mg plating/stripping due to the
sluggish diffusion kinetics of Mg2+ through this interphase.9,10

Therefore, constructing a Mg2+-conducting interphase on Mg
anodes to inhibit the surface passivation is crucial for achieving
efficient Mg batteries.11 Recently, a myriad of artificial protective
layers for Mg anodes have been studied, including metal/
alloys,12,13 magnesium halides,14,15 and organic polymers.16,17

Although such decorated artificial layers facilitated ionic diffu-
sion and reversible cycling in conventional electrolytes, draw-
backs include possible damage and detachment of these layers
from the Mg electrodes due to the volume or structure changes
during continuous plating/stripping, resulting in increased
voltage hysteresis during prolonged cycles.18,19 Therefore, build-
ing a robust interphase layer on Mg electrodes via the in situ
(electro-)chemical reactions within the system – that is both
permeable to Mg2+ whilst simultaneously protecting the Mg
electrode from detrimental side reactions – is highly desirable
for stabilizing the Mg anode during long-term cycling.20–22

Even though in situ formed interphases can relieve the
surface passivation on Mg anodes, the propensity of Mg to form
rough, nonuniform electrodeposits is another critical barrier
against developing efficient Mg batteries.19,23 These electrode-
posits lead to detrimental loss of active materials and pose as a
safety hazard, given their potential to trigger short circuits under
certain conditions.8,24,25 Hence, gaining a better understanding
of the key factors influencing Mg deposition and developing
strategies to modulate them are vital for the practical implemen-
tation of RMBs. One of the governing factors for Mg deposition
morphology is the energy barrier during the nucleation and
crystallization processes, where the system must overcome the
energy barrier associated with the surface energy increment due to
the creation of new interfaces.26,27 Therefore, controlling the sur-
face energy for different crystal planes may promote the preferen-
tial formation of Mg grains with a specific morphology.28,29 As a
hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metal, the basal plane of Mg (002)
possesses the lowest surface energy and highest packing density
compared with other crystal planes.27,30,31 Consequently, during
electrodeposition, the (002) orientation is associated with a lower
thermodynamic free energy and the tendency to form planar Mg
deposits rather than the irregularly-shaped ones,32–34 suppressing
nonuniform Mg deposition and side reactions on the Mg anode
surface. With this relationship between the Mg deposits’ crystal
structure and microstructure, constructing Mg deposits with the

preferential (002) orientation may be a promising strategy to
promote Mg reversibility, though this is yet to be widely studied
in Mg batteries. Recently, epitaxial electrocrystallization of Mg was
realized onto a 3D magnesiophilic host via a low lattice geometrical
misfit between the Mg (002) plane and crystallographic Ni(OH)2

grown on the host.35 Although lamellar Mg electrodeposits are
uniformly formed across the entire architecture of the host, the
relatively low intensity of the (002) crystal plane from the X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns raises questions about the connection
between the deposition morphology and the preferential orienta-
tions. Therefore, understanding and manipulating Mg crystallogra-
phy to control the morphology of Mg deposits remain relatively
unexplored and warrant further investigation.

In this work, for the first time we introduce a covalent
molecule of 1-chloropropane (CP) into conventional electrolytes
for reversible and durable Mg metal batteries. Based on the
experimental results, COMSOL simulations and density functional
theory (DFT) calculations, the dominant effects of CP can be
summarized as follows: (1) it enables a robust Cl-rich interphase
layer in situ formed on Mg electrode surface, minimizing electrolyte
decomposition whilst facilitating the electrochemical reaction
kinetics. (2) The interaction between CP and Mg electrode reduces
the surface energy of Mg (002) crystal plane, enabling preferential
electrodeposition of horizontally arranged platelet morphology with
enhanced (002) orientations. The addition of CP into magnesium
triflate (Mg(OTf)2)-based electrolyte achieves reversible Mg deposi-
tion/dissolution and good cycling stability at an unprecedented
current density of 25 mA cm�2, the highest value reported to date.
Additionally, the CP is also effective for other conventional Mg
salts (such as Mg(TFSI)2 and Mg(HMDS)2), indicating its versatility
for different Mg electrolytes. The full cells assembled with differ-
ent cathode materials (Mo6S8 and 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic
dianhydride (PTCDA)) deliver satisfactory cycling performance,
exhibiting good compatibility for RMB applications.

Results and discussion
Suppressed surface passivation originating from the in situ
formed interphase

Coulombic efficiency (CE) is one of the most important para-
meters reflecting the reversibility of Mg deposition behaviours in
electrolytes.36 Low CE values are usually observed in conven-
tional electrolytes under normal working conditions (Fig. S1,
ESI†), indicating significant consumption of Mg ions and sol-
vents due to the aforementioned severe passivation between Mg
electrodes and electrolytes. To alleviate this problem, chloride-
containing electrolytes have been developed, achieving reversible
Mg electrochemical behaviours.37,38 However, these electrolytes
face severe drawbacks including poor anodic stability and corro-
sion on conventional current collectors (including Al and stain-
less steel (SS)), arising from dissociated chloride ions, thereby
impeding their adoption.19,39 Encouragingly, CP, an organic mole-
cule with a covalently bonded chlorine atom, is found to have
remarkable effects on improving the reversibility of Mg plating/
stripping and cycling stability for conventional electrolytes.
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The addition of CP with different amounts in Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte
were evaluated using asymmetric/symmetric cells (Fig. S2–S4,
ESI†), from which 5.4 vol% of CP is regarded as the optimal
amount in this work, and 0.2 M Mg(OTf)2 + 5.4 vol% CP is
described as Mg(OTf)2 + CP hereinafter.

According to the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measure-
ment, the oxidation potentials of Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte on
different metal electrodes (Al, SS and Pt) (Fig. S5a, ESI†) are
similar to the measured potentials in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte
(Fig. S6a, ESI†). This indicates that the addition of CP
has a negligible influence on the electrolyte’s anodic stability.
In addition, highly reversible Mg plating/stripping behaviours in
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte (Fig. S5b, ESI†) are verified by the cyclic
voltammetry (CV) (the working electrode is Al). The almost over-
lapping CV curves over different cycles, coupled with the galvano-
static cycling performance of the asymmetric cells, highlight the
superior cycling stability of Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte.

Raman spectroscopy was conducted to investigate the influ-
ence of CP addition on the solvation structure of electrolytes. As
shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. S7 (ESI†), with the dissolution of
Mg(OTf)2 in the 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) solvent, a blue
shift of the DME peak from 867.6 to 870.2 cm�1 is observed,
indicating the Mg2+ coordinated DME in Mg(OTf)2/DME
electrolyte.40 With the addition of CP, the free CP peak at
856.1 cm�1 shifts to 864.5 cm�1 towards Mg2+-coordinated
CP, suggesting that CP is incorporated into the solvation
structure.41 In addition, the peak of coordinated DME shifts
to a higher wavenumber (874.1 cm�1), reflecting a structural
change of the complex with the coordination of CP molecules.42

As for the peaks related to anion coordination in the 1010–
1070 cm�1 region (Fig. S8, ESI†), an apparent shift from 1051.6
to 1043.2 cm�1 is observed for the coordinated OTf� ions after
the CP addition in Mg(OTf)2/DME electrolyte, implying a weak-
ening of Mg2+–OTf� interactions.42,43 This may enhance the
mobility of Mg ions during plating/stripping processes.44,45

Another key factor affecting the plating/stripping behaviour
of metal anodes is the interface between the electrode and
electrolyte.47,48 Notably, the CEs in the electrolytes with CP all
display increasing trends within the first 10 cycles (the inset in
Fig. S2, ESI†), which may be associated with the interfacial
engineering upon CP addition for Mg deposition.21,46

Therefore, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
utilized to investigate the interfacial properties of Mg electro-
des in different electrolytes. Consistent with prior literatures,
the overall interface resistance of the pre-cycled cell in pure
Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte is very high (Fig. S9a, ESI†),49 which is
attributed to the formation of an ionically-insulating passiva-
tion layer at the electrode–electrolyte interface.18 This interface
resistance is observed to be greatly reduced with the addition of
CP, reflecting CP’s role in inhibiting surface passivation. Upon
cycling, a new semicircle appears in the EIS spectra from the
cell using Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte (Fig. S9b, ESI†), which is
ascribed to the contribution from a newly formed interphase
during cycling.50 Fitting with equivalent electrical circuit
models (the inset in Fig. S9b, ESI†) reveals the resistance of
ion migration through the newly formed solid–electrolyte

interphase (RSEI) after 100 cycles to be merely 56.31 O
(Table S1, ESI†), suggesting that the in situ formed SEI during
the cycling is favorable for electrochemical reactions.

The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were
used to reveal the chemical compositions of the interphases
formed on the Mg electrode surface in different electrolytes.
After cycling in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, the surface of Mg
electrode is covered by the decomposition products from Mg
salt (MgO, MgF2 and MgSx) and organic solvent (C–H/C–C, C–O
and OQC–O) (Fig. S10 and S11a, ESI†).18,41,51 The high inten-
sities of these peaks were maintained even after 300 s of Ar
etching, which reflects the existence of a thick passivation layer
due to self-amplification, where the ionically-insulating passi-
vation layer increases the cell’s overpotential, exacerbating the
electrolyte decomposition during cycling.18 In contrast, for the
cycled Mg electrode in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte, the intensities of
F 1s, S 2p and C 1s XPS peaks are significantly lower (Fig. 1(d) and
Fig. S11b, S12, ESI†), corroborating observations of inhibited
passivation with CP addition. Notably, a strong XPS signal of Cl
2p can be observed from the cycled Mg electrode in the Mg(OTf)2

+ CP electrolyte (Fig. 1(c)), confirming that CP (the sole Cl source
in the electrolyte) actively contributed to the formation of SEI. The
formed MgCl2 component in SEI is commonly considered to be
Mg2+-conductive and may improve the ion migration at the inter-
face between electrode and electrolyte,13,52 in accordance with the
EIS results (Fig. S9, ESI†). This in situ formed SEI can inhibit the
surface passivation on the Mg electrode and lead to the highly
reversible Mg plating/stripping in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
(Fig. S2, ESI†). To understand the reaction pathway of the SEI
formed in situ, molecular orbital energies of individual species
and cation (Mg2+) coordinated complexes were calculated by DFT.
For the individual species (Fig. 1(e)), the CP molecule has a much
lower lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy level
(�0.26 eV) than both DME (1.28 eV) and Mg(OTf)2 (6.94 eV),
suggesting a greater propensity to be reduced relative to other
species in the electrolyte.18,53 This tendency is maintained when
applied into the Mg2+ coordinated complexes, even though the
LUMO energy levels of Mg2+ coordinated complexes are largely
reduced relative to those individual uncoordinated species
(Fig. 1(f)). The calculation results indicate a preferential reduction
of CP to form the Cl-rich interphase in situ on the electrode
surface, consistent with the experimental results from XPS.

To further probe its interfacial structure, cryogenic trans-
mission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) was utilized to directly
observe the in situ formed Cl-rich interphase on Mg deposits.
The TEM sample was prepared by directly plating the Mg
deposits onto the TEM Cu grid in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte.
The TEM image in Fig. 1(h) displays a hexagonal morphology of
Mg deposits in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte, with the enlarged
image from the edge revealing that the particle comprises
numerous platelets (Fig. 1(i)). A uniform layer with a contin-
uous structure is observed on the surface of the plates, with a
thickness of B3 nm (Fig. 1(j)). The energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) mapping was employed to further unveil
the fine structure and elemental composition of the SEI layer.
As shown in Fig. S13 (ESI†), the signals of Mg, Cl, C, O, F and S
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are evenly distributed across the whole architecture of the Mg
deposits. It should be noted that the higher intensity of the Cl
element (pink) in the edge region of the EDS image, demon-
strates that the corresponding interphase is richer in Cl-
containing compounds, further supporting CP’s involvement
in the formation reaction of the interphase on Mg surface.

The suppressed passivation by the CP addition can be
directly observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Fig.

S14 and S15, ESI†). The Mg anode cycled in pure Mg(OTf)2

electrolyte is covered by irregular products (Fig. S14a and b,
ESI†), originating from the significant decomposition of elec-
trolyte, as confirmed by the high amounts of C, S and F
elements (Fig. S14c and d, ESI†) obtained from the EDS
analysis. In contrast, the Mg electrode cycled in Mg(OTf)2 +
CP electrolyte displays a clean and smooth surface (Fig. S15a
and b, ESI†) with low amounts of decomposition products from

Fig. 1 (a) Raman spectra of Mg(OTf)2/DME, CP liquid and Mg(OTf)2 + CP/DME. XPS spectra of (b) Mg 2p, (c) Cl 2p, and (d) F 1s of the cycled Mg electrode
in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte with different Ar etching times. The calculated LUMO and HOMO energy values of (e) individual species and (f) Mg2+

coordinated complexes in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte. (g) FIB-SEM cross-sectional images of cycled Mg electrodes in pure Mg(OTf)2 and Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolytes, respectively. The purpose of Pt deposition is to protect the electrode from ion beam damage during sample preparation. (h) and (i) Cryo-
TEM images with different magnifications and (j) Cryo-HRTEM image of the surface interphase from the Mg deposit in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte.
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electrolyte (containing C, S and F elements) (Fig. S15c and d,
ESI†), further verifying the hypothesis of the suppressed side
reactions between Mg electrode and electrolyte with CP addition.
Moreover, with the focused-ion-beam (FIB) treatment, the origi-
nal cross-sectional view of the cycled Mg electrodes in different
electrolytes can be investigated. As shown in Fig. 1(g), a flat and
compact morphology is displayed from the cycled electrode in
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte, in contrast to the loosely-packed
morphology in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte. Such highly-dense
and dendrite-free Mg deposition morphology indicates a well-
regulated volumetric change during cycling to greatly enhance
the cycling performance. Similar conclusions can also be drawn
from time-of-flight-secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS)
results (Fig. S16 and S17, ESI†), in which the MgO2

�, MgF�,
MgS� and C2H3O� signals (main products from electrolyte
decomposition)54 detected on the cycled Mg electrode in
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte are greatly reduced relative to those
in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte. Notably, the distribution profile of
the Cl� signal (Fig. S18, ESI†) is consistent with the presence of
Cl observed from the XPS and EDS mapping results, verifying the
formation of the Cl-contained interphase on the surface of the
cycled Mg electrode in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte.

To validate the robustness of the in situ formed SEI, the
interphase was intentionally constructed on the Mg electrodes
through the pre-cycling in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte. Subsequently,
the two Mg electrodes were disassembled from the cycled
symmetric cell, thoroughly washed with DME solvent, and re-
assembled in a separate Mg//Mg cell using pure Mg(OTf)2

electrolyte. Surprisingly, the Mg electrodes protected with SEI
exhibit a much lower overpotential of approximately 0.4 V after
stable cycling over 250 h in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, in
contrast to the large overpotentials and poor cycling perfor-
mance of bare Mg with the same electrolyte (Fig. S19, ESI†). We
highlight that when pre-cycled with other commonly-used
electrolytes (such as the all phenyl complex (APC)55 and
Mg(OTf)2 + MgCl2

51 electrolytes), the cycled Mg electrodes
do not allow for stable cycling when re-assembled into pure
Mg(OTf)2 cells (Fig. S20, ESI†), thereby reflecting the robustness
and uniqueness of the in situ formed SEI in Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte.

Horizontal Mg platelet deposition enabled by the CP addition

In addition to the inhibited passivation due to the in situ
formed SEI, the deposition morphology is also crucial for the
cycling performance of Mg batteries. The non-uniform Mg
deposition is concomitant with rapid electrolyte depletion,
poor cycling performance, and potential safety hazards.24 These
issues plaguing Mg batteries necessitate a better understanding
of Mg deposition morphologies in different electrolytes. In pure
Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte (Fig. 2(a1)), a porous morphology arising
from the accumulation of whisker-shaped Mg dendrites is
observed at 0.5 mA cm�2, intensifying the surface roughness
and pulverization risk.53 In contrast, the Mg deposits in
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte exhibit a planar platelet morphology,
and are well-stacked on the substrate surface, forming a
smooth surface profile and strong adhesion to the current

collector (Fig. 2(b1)). Further increasing the current density to
1.0 mA cm�2 yields similar morphological characteristics of the
Mg deposits in these two electrolytes (Fig. 2(c1) and (d1)).
Supporting SEM micrographs comparing the morphologies
upon addition of CP with different magnifications are pre-
sented in Fig. S21–S24 (ESI†). The formation of Mg dendrites
(Fig. 2(a1) and (c1)) significantly increases the specific surface
area of Mg electrode, thereby accelerating the parasitic reac-
tions with electrolyte and exhausting the Mg sources, exacer-
bating the poor reversibility of Mg anodes alongside potential
safety hazards.56,57 In contrast, the horizontally arranged plate-
lets morphology of Mg deposits in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
significantly relieves the severe safety concerns arising from
dendritic Mg deposits. Unlike typical dendrites formed in pure
Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, which are several micrometers long and
may penetrate the separators easily, the platelet structures
avoid the possible penetration through the separators and
consequent short circuits. Additionally, the compactly packed
Mg deposits in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte possess a much
smaller specific surface area, minimizing the side reactions
between Mg deposits and electrolyte,58 and contributing to the
enhanced Mg plating/stripping CEs observed in Fig. S2 (ESI†).
The horizontally arranged platelet morphology of Mg deposits in
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte is further corroborated from the atomic
force microscopy (AFM) measurements (Fig. S25 and S26, ESI†).
The average height differences (along the X and Y axis) of Mg
deposits at 0.5 and 1.0 mA cm�2 are only 162.5 and 88.5 nm,
respectively, further confirming the flat and uniform Mg deposi-
tion in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte.

In addition to the advantageous platelet morphology, the
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte also displays significantly enhanced
signals of Mg (002) crystal planes relative to pure Mg(OTf)2

electrolyte according to the XRD patterns (Fig. 2(a2)–(d2)) and
2D wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) plots (Fig. 2(a3)–(d3)).
Specifically, a higher XRD intensity of Mg (002) arises from the
horizontally-oriented Mg deposits arranged on the substrate.27

The increased intensity of the (002) crystal plane implies that
the addition of CP may alter the orientation of Mg deposits,
which is quantified by calculating the intensity ratio between
Mg (002) and Mg (100) peaks. As displayed in Fig. S27 (ESI†),
the I(002)/I(100) ratios of Mg deposits in the Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte are 4.10 (0.5 mA cm�2) and 4.05 (1 mA cm�2), which
are much higher than those in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte of 0.76
(0.5 mA cm�2) and 0.48 (1 mA cm�2). The above results verify
the enhanced (002) orientation of the Mg deposits induced by
CP addition, which are consistent with the observations from
microscopy experiments.

Performance evaluation of the reversible and durable Mg metal
batteries

The suppressed surface passivation and horizontally arranged
Mg platelet deposition enabled by the CP addition are expected
to dramatically enhance the electrochemical performance of
Mg batteries. As presented in Fig. 3(a), the Mg//Al cell using
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte displays excellent reversibility and
rate capability at different current densities. Remarkably, even
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at an ultrahigh current density of 30 mA cm�2, Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte still achieves reversible Mg plating/stripping with an
outstanding average CE of 99.68%. To further verify the stellar
reversibility in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte, long-term stability
tests were conducted under different working conditions. At a
moderate current density (1 mA cm�2, Fig. 3(c) and Fig. S28,
ESI†), the asymmetric cell with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
delivers a high and stable CE with an average value up to
99.67% over 900 cycles. In contrast, the pure Mg(OTf)2 electro-
lyte displays fluctuating CEs with a much lower average value of
64.96% across only 14 cycles. The selected voltage profiles are
displayed in Fig. 3(d) and (e), where the Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
delivers almost overlapped profiles and low voltage hysteresis,
while the pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte shows a large voltage drop
due to the exacerbated passivation. High current densities
typically increase the probability of dendrite formation and thus
are detrimental to the reversibility of plating/stripping.24,42

Despite this, the Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte still achieves remark-
able average CE values of 99.82% and 99.81% over 1000 and
1600 cycles at 5 and 10 mA cm�2, respectively (Fig. S29 and S30,
ESI†). Encouragingly, even under an ultrahigh current density of
25 mA cm�2 (Fig. S31, ESI†), an average CE of 99.79% is achieved
over B4000 cycles. Moreover, the average CE value can still be
maintained at 99.61% over 640 cycles when the capacity is

increased to 2 mA h cm�2 (at 20 mA cm�2) (Fig. S32, ESI†).
These exceptional performances of the Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
present a significant improvement from recent literatures as
summarized in Table S2 (ESI†). The encouraging performances
inspire us to further explore the maximum plating capacity via
stepwise increments in capacity from 1 up to 15 mA h cm�2,
where the CE of the cell with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte is
maintained at nearly 99.59% (Fig. S33, ESI†).

The remarkable electrochemical performance of the
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte was also evaluated using symmetrical
cells, demonstrating stable cycling over a wide range of current
densities from 1 up to 30 mA cm�2 (Fig. 3(b)). Additionally,
galvanostatic cycling was conducted in Mg//Mg cells to evaluate
the durability of the electrolytes. The Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte
enables a prolonged cycling life over 1700 h at 1 mA cm�2 and
1 mA h cm�2, compared to a mere 12 h cycling lifespan of
the pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte (Fig. S34, ESI†). Moreover, the
Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte displays an ultralow voltage hysteresis
of B110 mV at 1 mA cm�2, which is mainly attributed to the
elevated Mg plating/stripping kinetics originating from the
in situ formed SEI, as verified by the exchange current density
( j0) (Fig. S35, ESI†). The j0 in Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte reaches
107.3 mA cm�2, which is much higher than the value of
0.0284 mA cm�2 in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, revealing the

Fig. 2 Morphology, crystallography and microstructure characterizations of Mg deposits. SEM images of Mg deposits in (a1), (c1) pure Mg(OTf)2
electrolyte and (b1), (d1) Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte; XRD patterns of Mg deposits in (a2), (c2) pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte and (b2), (d2) Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte; 2D WAXS results of Mg deposits in (a3), (c3) pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte and (b3), (d3) Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte at different current densities of
0.5 mA cm�2 and 1 mA cm�2, respectively.
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key role of the in situ formed interphase in modulating reaction
kinetics.10,52 The horizontally stacked platelet morphology is also
well preserved after 500 cycles (Fig. S36, ESI†), suggesting that the
flat deposition morphology is also a key contributor to the
excellent cycling stability of the Mg anodes. When the working
conditions are raised to the target values for practical applications
of 3 mA cm�2/3 mA h cm�2 and 5 mA cm�2/5 mA h cm�2, the
Mg//Mg cells with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte sustain constant
plating/stripping processes without obvious fluctuations for
790 h and 430 h, respectively, as revealed by the flat voltage
plateaus in Fig. S37 (ESI†) and Fig. 3(f). On the contrary, the pure
Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte does not allow for cycling under such large
current densities due to the serious passivation issues. Even upon
further ramping of the current density to 25 mA cm�2, the Mg//Mg
cells with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte maintain highly durable
cycling for over 215 h (Fig. 3(g) and Fig. S38, ESI†). Moreover,
under higher cycling capacity conditions (Fig. S39 and S40, ESI†),

including 2 and 3 mA h cm�2 at 20 mA cm�2, stable cycling can
still be maintained over 160 h and 130 h, respectively. This
performance of Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte in symmetrical cells is
comparable or even superior to the best-reported results for Mg
electrolytes (Fig. 3(h) and Table S3, ESI†). Remarkably, a satisfac-
tory performance was demonstrated with other conventional Mg
salts with the addition of CP, such as Mg(TFSI)2 and Mg(HMDS)2

(Fig. S41–S44, ESI†), indicating the versatility of CP for different
electrolytes in Mg batteries. Furthermore, a promising perfor-
mance was achieved with lean Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte (10 mL)
(Fig. S45, ESI†), suggesting the potential of the electrolyte to
facilitate higher energy density RMBs for practical applications.

Performance evaluation of the full cells assembled with
different cathode materials

Encouraged by the promising properties and excellent cycling
performance of the Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte, its compatibility

Fig. 3 The electrochemical performance of Mg metal batteries with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte. (a) The CE values of the asymmetric cell and (b) voltage
profiles of the symmetric cell at different current densities from 1 to 30 mA cm�2 at 1 mA h cm�2. (c) The CEs of Mg plating/stripping and the selected
voltage profiles from different cycles of asymmetric cells in (d) pure Mg(OTf)2 and (e) Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolytes at 1 mA cm�2 and 1 mA h cm�2. High-
rate cycling performance of symmetric cells with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolytes at (f) 5 mA cm�2/5 mA h cm�2 (the insets are corresponding voltage profiles
from different cycles) and (g) 25 mA cm�2/1 mA h cm�2. (h) Performance comparison of symmetric cells with previous reported works.
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with different cathode materials was investigated. Firstly, the
Chevrel phase Mo6S8, a representative cathode material, was
used to evaluate the potential application of Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte for RMBs. Cyclic voltammetry (Fig. S46, ESI†)
indicates that Mg ions intercalate reversibly into the Mo6S8

electrode in two stages (with two sets of peaks where the two
cathodic peaks overlap), corresponding to the respective pla-
teau regions in the charging/discharging curves. The Mg//
Mo6S8 cell using Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte exhibits excellent
rate capability from 0.1C to 5C (1C = 129 mA g�1), with a
discharging capacity of 94.9 mA h g�1 at 0.1C and 41.7 mA h g�1

maintained at 5C (Fig. 4(a)). Upon switching back to 0.1C,
the discharging capacity recovers back to 94.3 mA h g�1,
demonstrating the outstanding stability of the Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte. The corresponding charging/discharging curves in
Fig. 4(b) reflect the satisfactory voltage plateaus of the Mg//
Mo6S8 cell at different current densities in Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte. The increasing overpotentials between charging
and discharging plateaus under higher current densities imply
a reduction of Mg-ion intercalation/deintercalation, attributed
to heightened solid state diffusion limitations at higher rates.59

Long-term cycling performance is further measured at different
discharging rates. Impressively, at 0.5C (Fig. 4(c)), the Mg//
Mo6S8 cell using Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte delivers a reversible
capacity of 64.2 mA h g�1 after 400 cycles (with a capacity
retention of 94.4%). The corresponding charging/discharging
curves demonstrate small and stable voltage polarization (inset
in Fig. 4(c)). Good stability is obtained even at a high dischar-
ging rate of 5C, during which the discharging capacity is stably
maintained at B40.0 mA h g�1 for over 2000 cycles, with an
average CE value close to 100% (Fig. 4(d)).

To further confirm the compatibility with other cathode
materials possessing higher working voltages, an unconven-
tional organic cathode material of PTCDA was utilized.60,61

A discharging capacity of 113.7 mA h g�1 is obtained from
the PTCDA electrode at a current density of 25 mA g�1 (Fig. S47,
ESI†). As current densities are increased, the reversible capa-
cities gradually decrease and the Mg-storage capacities of
PTCDA are 82.1, 60.1, and 42.5 mA h g�1 at 50, 100, and
200 mA g�1, respectively. Thereafter, the initial capacity is
recovered upon returning to 25 mA g�1. The galvanostatic
charging/discharging cycling of the Mg//PTCDA cell shows an
initial capacity of 80.2 mA h g�1 at 50 mA g�1, with the capacity
retained at 61.3 mA h g�1 after 120 cycles (Fig. 4(e)) alongside
an average CE of 95.11%. Consistent with the CV curve
(Fig. S48, ESI†), the major discharging and charging plateaus
of the Mg//PTCDA cell are located at B1.65 V and B2.10 V,
respectively (Fig. 4(e), inset), indicative of a higher working
voltage relative to Mg//Mo6S8. Furthermore, a discharging
capacity of 36.2 mA h g�1 is retained after 200 cycles at a high
current density of 200 mA g�1, with a satisfactory average CE of
98.50% (Fig. S49, ESI†). The above results demonstrate that the
as-designed Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte is compatible with dif-
ferent inorganic and organic cathode materials, reflecting its
versatile compatibility for RMB applications.

Theoretical simulation and calculation for the dynamic
behaviours of Mg deposition

Generally, the dynamic behaviours of Mg deposition are signifi-
cantly influenced by the distributions of Mg2+ flux and electrical
field at the interphase between electrode and electrolyte,49,52

which can be simulated and visualized using the finite element
method (FEM) conducted in COMSOL. As shown in Fig. S50 and
S51 (ESI†), due to the thick passivation layer formed in pure
Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, concentration polarization is observed at
the electrode–electrolyte interphase. Coupled with the limited
nucleation sites on the thick passivation layer, this promotes
random deposition of protrusions on the Mg electrodes

Fig. 4 The performance of Mg//Mo6S8 and Mg//PTCDA cells with Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolyte. (a) Rate performance of Mg//Mo6S8 cells from 0.1C to 5C
and (b) the corresponding charging/discharging profiles between 0.2 V and 2.2 V (versus Mg/Mg2+). (c) Long-term cycling performance of Mg//Mo6S8

cells at 0.5C over 400 cycles and (d) stability test at 5C for 2000 cycles. (e) Cycling performance of Mg//PTCDA cells at a current density of 50 mA g�1.
The inset shows the selected charging/discharging profiles between 0.6 V and 2.5 V (versus Mg/Mg2+).
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(Fig. S52a, ESI†). Once such protrusions are formed, the electric
field distribution would be distorted, and the local current
intensity tends to concentrate around the sharp edges

(Fig. 5(a)).46 This leads to detrimental tip effects with warped
distributions of ion concentration alongside ‘‘hot spots’’ of local
electric field, further aggravating the non-uniform Mg deposition

Fig. 5 Theoretical simulation and calculation for the dynamic behaviours of Mg anodes. COMSOL simulations of the Mg2+ flux and electrical field
distributions in (a) pure Mg(OTf)2 and (b) Mg(OTf)2 + CP electrolytes at 0.5 mA cm�2. (c) Calculations models and (d) surface energy comparison of
different crystal planes. Schematic illustrations of electrode–electrolyte interphases and Mg deposition behaviours in (e) pure Mg(OTf)2 and (f) Mg(OTf)2 +
CP electrolytes.
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and possibly inducing the growth of dendrites.62 After introdu-
cing CP into the electrolyte, Mg-ion flux may be completely
redistributed by the in situ formed SEI and alleviated passivation
effects (Fig. S51b, ESI†), thereby homogenizing the Mg-ion flux
and electric field across the whole architecture of the electrode
and ultimately leading to smooth Mg deposition (Fig. S52b,
ESI†). The flat and dense Mg deposition in Mg(OTf)2 + CP
electrolyte would further equalize the Mg-ion flux and reduce
the local current density, thus eliminating the tip effects to
achieve efficient cycling (Fig. 5(b)).

Fundamentally, regulation of crystal structure is pertinent to
influencing metal electrodeposition morphology.27,28 Since the
preferred orientation of crystal planes is closely correlated with
the changes in surface energy,32,63,64 DFT calculations were con-
ducted to understand the surface chemistry on Mg electrodes at a
molecular level. According to the calculation of molecular orbital
energies in Fig. 1(e), the appropriate LUMO energy level of the CP
molecule indicates its strong interaction with the Mg electrode,18,53

thereby influencing the relative surface energy values of different
crystal planes and altering the Mg deposition morphology.32 To
validate this hypothesis, the surface energy of Mg (002) and Mg
(100) planes with/without CP addition was studied using DFT
calculations (Fig. 5(c)). As shown in Fig. 5(d), the calculated results
reveal significant reduction of the surface energy of the (002) crystal
plane with CP addition by 0.22 J m�2. This indicates enhanced
stability of the Mg (002) plane in the presence of CP, corroborating
the XRD results above where the (002) plane orientations are
preferentially formed relative to the (100) plane. Although the
calculated surface energy of bare Mg (002) is also lower than the
Mg (100) in pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, the serious passivation issues
alter the surface structure of the Mg metal considerably, thus
disrupting the propensity for inheriting its intrinsic orientation.27

Based on the above experimental and computational results,
the modulation effects of CP for the surface chemistry and Mg
deposition behaviours are summarized with a schematic depiction
in Fig. 5(e) and (f). In pure Mg(OTf)2 electrolyte, thermodynamically
unstable Mg electrodes are susceptible to reactions with the
electrolyte components, forming a detrimental Mg2+-insulating
passivation film. This unstable interphase incurs the continuous
consumption of Mg sources, poor reversibility of Mg plating/
stripping and uneven Mg deposition.11 In contrast, a robust Cl-
rich interphase is formed in situ on the Mg electrode surface with
the addition of CP, which can facilitate the ion migration and
prevent electrolyte decomposition on Mg anodes. In addition, the
interaction between CP and Mg metal would alter the surface
chemistry of Mg electrode, resulting in the significantly reduced
surface energy of the Mg (002) plane, allowing enhanced (002)
orientation for Mg deposition to be achieved. Overall, the CP
contributes toward mitigating unfavorable electrolyte decomposi-
tion and enabling the horizontally arranged Mg platelet deposition.

Conclusions

In summary, a covalent molecule of CP is proposed for manip-
ulating the kinetics and surface chemistry of Mg anodes in

Mg(OTf)2-based electrolytes, achieving suppressed passivation
and horizontally arranged Mg platelet electrodeposition for
high-performance Mg metal batteries. As revealed by electro-
chemical measurements and structural characterization techni-
ques, a robust Cl-rich SEI is formed in situ on the Mg electrode
surface, effectively minimizing the sustained electrolyte decom-
position and facilitating the electrochemical reaction kinetics. In
addition, arising from interactions between the CP and Mg
electrode, the surface energy of the Mg (002) crystal plane is
reduced, promoting the growth of horizontally arranged platelets
with enhanced (002) orientations during the electrodeposition
process. The protective SEI coupled with the planar deposition
morphology allows for highly reversible Mg plating/stripping
across a wide current density range (0.5–30 mA cm�2). Remark-
able cycling performances are also achieved in symmetric cells,
delivering stellar cycling stability for 420 h under working
conditions suitable for commercial adoption (5 mA cm�2/5 mA
h cm�2) as well as 130 h under the high-rate working conditions
(20 mA cm�2/3 mA h cm�2), which are among the best perfor-
mances compared to prior works. The engineered electrolyte
exhibits excellent compatibility with different cathode materials
(Mo6S8 and PTCDA), offering promising opportunities for RMB
applications. Additionally, the CP demonstrates promising per-
formances when adopted with other conventional Mg salts (such
as Mg(TFSI)2 and Mg(HMDS)2), reflecting its versatility to be
adapted for different Mg electrolytes. Our work highlights the
importance of surface/interface modulation via electrolyte mod-
ification to inhibit passivation and realize planar Mg deposition,
and provides new insights for regulating the Mg deposition
behaviours through correlating crystallography and morphology.
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